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Chapter 73

Curtis Ye was startled, and after a moment he laughed helplessly.

“Walter blames Big Brother for advocating your marriage to Grandpa?”

what? Ana Shen was shocked, Walter’s marriage was advocated by Curtis
Ye?

Walter sneered and didn’t answer again.

“You are not young anymore. Besides, you have a leg injury. You should find
someone to take care of you. I also knew about the Shen family’s daughter
beforehand, so the eldest brother advocated this marriage to your grandfather.
Walter, you can You must be considerate of your good intentions.”

At first, Ana Shen was only surprised that Walter’s marriage was actually
advocated by Curtis Ye, but after hearing that, Ana Shen’s face suddenly
changed and she subconsciously looked at Curtis Ye.

Has he investigated the Shen family’s daughter a long time ago? Doesn’t that
mean… Does he know that she is not Ana Shen?

After thinking about it this way, Ana Shen suddenly remembered that when
she spoke to him before, he accidentally called out his name!

At that time, Ana Shen didn’t notice it, because she was used to being called
Ana Shen, so…



Thinking of this, Ana Shen was already startled in a cold sweat.

She looked at the man sitting opposite with a gentle smile and gentle eyes. He
had known her identity a long time ago, but he had never revealed her, and he
could still talk and laugh with her when he was in front of her.

Such a man… Such a man…

The more Ana Shen thought about it, the colder her back became, and a cold
sweat oozes from her forehead.

“Brother sister, what’s the matter?” Curtis Ye, who noticed her sight, looked at
her, saw her face suddenly turned pale, and cold sweat appeared on her
forehead, frowned and said with concern: “Why does her face suddenly
become so bad? Isn’t it uncomfortable somewhere?”

His eyes are still gentle, and his voice is soft as wind.

But such a man…

Ana Shen bit her lower lip, feeling cold all over.

Walter also noticed her reaction, and frowned subconsciously, “Second
married woman, what’s wrong with you?”

Ana Shen moved her lips, and said with a shiver: “No, nothing.”

“It’s nothing you sweat so much?” Walter stared at her displeasedly, whether
this woman was used to lying, or was she still quibbling about the things that
were put before her eyes as if this woman was used to lying.



Hearing, Ana Shen subconsciously stretched out her hand to wipe off the
sweat on her forehead, her hand trembling lightly, “My stomach is suddenly
uncomfortable.”

“Ana, are you okay?” Karla Han stood up and asked with concern when
seeing her face not looking good.

Everyone looked at her, which made Ana Shen more stressed.

Suddenly, she bit her lower lip.

“I’m just… a little uncomfortable, or I’ll go back first.”

After speaking, Ana Shen stood up almost subconsciously, and then walked
directly outside without saying anything. Everyone’s eyes fell on her back
suspiciously.

After walking two steps, Ana Shen suddenly stopped, and then looked back at
Karla Han.

As soon as Karla Han stood up, Walter slid his wheelchair forward: “Since my
wife is not feeling well, please trouble me to entertain Miss Stella for me.”

Karla Han stopped here.

Curtis smiled slightly, “No problem, then Walter will send his younger siblings
home first, younger siblings, be careful on the way.”

“Okay, okay…” Ana Shen stammered when she agreed, and then she glanced
at Karla Han worriedly. Karla Han was depressed, but waved to her: “It’s okay,
you don’t have to worry about me. , You go back first.”

“Ok.”



After leaving, Ana Shen walked in front and was about to go down the stairs.
Walter stopped her: “Second married girl.”

Hearing, Ana Shen stopped and looked back at him puzzled.

“come.”

Ana Shen walked forward obediently like a puppet doll being manipulated,
“What’s the matter?”

Walter suppressed his anger, “There are stairs in front.”

Hearing this, Ana Shen turned her head and looked at it, “I know, is there any
problem?”

“What’s the problem? Oh, yes, what can be the problem?” Walter sneered, “I
don’t know that my wife wants to murder me? Huh?”

“…” Only then did Ana Shen react. The stairs in front were not a problem for
her, but Walter was the injured person. He couldn’t walk from the stairs at all
while sitting in a wheelchair.

Thinking of this, Ana Shen stepped forward and pushed him: “Sorry, I was
thinking about something just now, so I forgot. Let’s go to the elevator.”

Ana Shen pushed Walter towards the elevator. The trembling fingers had
already healed a little now. The air outside was really fresh, and Curtis Ye was
under the same roof, which made Ana Shen feel very stressed.

She suddenly felt that Curtis might only seem gentle on the surface, but the
actual character…

I can’t imagine it.



“Since just now, you’ve been hesitant to speak, trembling with fright, and
found something extraordinary?” Ana Shen was thinking about it, and Walter,
who was sitting in a wheelchair, suddenly asked coldly.

“No, no.” Ana Shen shook her head: “I didn’t feel well in my stomach just now,
now… it’s much better.”

She hadn’t decided whether or not to tell Walter about this matter. After all,
Walter’s personality was like a time bomb. He said that he would have an
attack, and that he might decide what nerves would happen to him in the
future.

Ana Shen was just thinking, if Curtis really knew her identity, then why didn’t
he tell Old Man Ye?

It stands to reason that he should be on the same side as Old Man Ye.

Curtis, is he an enemy or a friend?

“Heh, a woman who doesn’t even know how to hide all her emotions from
outsiders, actually tries to lie?”

Walter’s mocking tone came, and Ana Shen’s expression changed, but she
still gritted her teeth.

Ding…

The elevator came, and Shen pushed Walter in.

There were only two of them in the small space. Ana Shen couldn’t breathe
smoothly, and finally couldn’t help asking: “Why did you…Why did you think of
investigating Erika Shen?”



Hearing, Walter couldn’t help but curl his lips.

“Can’t help it so soon?”

I thought she had a good character.

Ana Shen frowned: “What do you mean?”

“Afraid that others will know your identity?”

Ana Shen clenched a fist. He had investigated Erika Shen at the beginning.
After she got married, he found out that she was not Erika Shen as soon as
she got married. Curtis said that he had investigated too, which means he
also knew.

No matter how you look at it, Curtis Ye didn’t seem to be stupid.

Then… Did he deliberately disclose this information to Ana Shen?

“My eldest brother said before that he had investigated Erika Shen’s
information before marriage, so he…”

“Heh~” Walter sneered, “now I know it’s too late.”

Hearing, Ana Shen couldn’t help her eyes widening, and the volume
increased a bit.

“Walter, did you know that Big Brother knew that I was not Erika Shen?”

“if not?”

“Then…then why didn’t he expose me?” Ana Shen bit her lower lip and
couldn’t believe it. Walter knew that he would let her go in the future, but



Curtis Ye didn’t, and he could still call her younger siblings as usual,
intimately. Rubbing her head, talking to her those warm words.

What the hell… what is going on?
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“Why do you want to expose you?” Walter said coldly.

Ana Shen frowned slightly and couldn’t figure it out. “If it is the marriage he
advocates, then if he find that I am not Erika Shen, why not expose it?”

“Heh.” Walter raised his eyes and glanced at her amusedly. He looked at Ana
Shen like an idiot, “Is your brain born as a decoration?”

“I…” Ana Shen’s expression changed when he questioned her, “Do you have
to speak like this to be reconciled?”

“Do I need a woman like you?”

Ana Shen: “In your eyes, am I just a woman who admires vanity, has a deep
mind, and has no brains?”

Walter pulled his lips, his eyes sneered: “It’s good to have self-knowledge.”

Hearing, Ana Shen clenched her fist and stared at him: “Then, how can a
woman with a deep-hearted mind have no brains? Walter, are you
contradicting yourself?”

Walter’s eyelids twitched, and his eyes narrowed dangerously.

This damn woman!



He raised his eyes swiftly, and his stern eyes shot at her.

“Say it again?”

Ana Shen was startled by his sharp gaze, and her shoulders shrank
subconsciously, but her gaze still met him firmly.

“Heh.” Walter sneered, is this woman an idiot? Obviously afraid, but I have to
look at myself with those cold eyes.

“Don’t provoke me if you don’t have the guts.”

As his voice fell, the elevator door opened with a ding.

Ana Shen raised her head straight with anger.

Walter’s eyebrows jumped fiercely. Just as he wanted to scold her, Ana
Shen’s steps suddenly stopped and stopped in place. She turned back and
looked at Walter.

The eyes of the two met in the air, and Walter saw the entanglement in Ana
Shen’s eyes.

Oh, this woman really doesn’t hide her emotions.

Whatever was in my mind, it was all manifested in the face and those eyes.

Ana Shen bit her lower lip and stared at Walter for a moment, then slowly
turned around.

Walter’s thin lips raised slightly, and the dark eyes were sharp and sharp. Just
when he thought she would come over and push him again, Ana Shen made



a grimace at him, and then angrily said: “I’m not brave. You can come out if
you can.”

After speaking, Ana Shen turned around and left despite Walter’s sudden turn
of sullen expression.

“Damn woman, come back!” Walter saw that she turned around and left, and
made a face at him before leaving. Is she really so provocative?

Thinking of this, Walter flexibly slid the wheelchair out of the elevator.

Ana Shen left the breakfast shop alone, but when she was about to leave by
herself, she stopped for a while, then looked for Phillip’s figure, saw him
leaning against the car, walked over and patted him on the shoulder.

“Assistant Shen? Why did you come back suddenly? Aren’t you going to have
breakfast?”

Ana Shen’s face was unhappy, and her voice couldn’t lift her emotions: “Stop
eating.”

“What’s the matter?” Phillip looked behind her, did not see Walter’s figure, and
asked: “Where is Mr. Walter?”

Ana Shen pursed her lips and whispered, “He…maybe still in the elevator. Go
and see him.”

Phillip couldn’t help but widen his eyes when he heard this, “In the elevator?
Assistant Shen? Why don’t you bring Mr. Walter out? You… Mr. Walter?”

Before Phillip had time to tell Ana Shen, he stared at Ana Shen’s back.



At the same time, Ana Shen felt a chill on her back, and she didn’t need to
think that it was Walter’s cold eyes staring at her.

She stiffened a little bit, and started to slip.

“You are dead if you dare to go one step further.”

As a result, before her feet could step out, Walter was as cold as a voice from
hell, and he rang first, causing Ana Shen’s steps to stop in place, not daring to
move.

Phillip rolled his eyes and quickly exited the storm circle, standing on the side
of the road and watching from a distance.

Ana Shen felt a little upset when she saw this scene.

Feeling the cold air on Walter’s body getting closer and closer to her, Ana
Shen was anxious, and she pulled her hands tightly together before turning
her head back suddenly.

“I didn’t mean to do to you like that, you talked too much…” Before the word
was broken, Ana Shen’s knee hit the wheelchair, and her face changed
greatly due to the pain, and she threw forward into the night when her legs
became weak. In Walter’s arms.

This change was unexpected by Walter. He had a cold face when he saw that
Ana Shen suddenly rushed towards him, and his hand actually supported her
subconsciously.

Phillip was so shocked that his jaw dropped.

I really don’t know if Ana Shen is stupid or innocent. Why did she fall down at
this time?



Ana Shen leaned into Walter’s arms, her brain was dumbfounded. She could
feel Walter’s big hands pinched on her waist, and the heat of his palms
passed through her thin clothes.

“Just so eager to surrender and make amends?”

A deep voice rang above her head.

Ana Shen raised her head quickly, and her red lips brushed Walter’s resolute
chin.

He had a sullen face, and the ink in his eyes slowly condensed, but Ana
Shen’s face gradually turned pale. She wanted to push him away, but she had
no ground to put her hands on him. She was worried about what happened in
the morning. Happen once again.

So she could only say anxiously: “I didn’t mean to…”

“You…you let me get up!” After apologizing, Ana Shen begged softly.

Walter’s eyes fiercely grabbed her like a wolf, and then glued her red lips.

“Isn’t it on purpose? Is there such a coincidence? If you want to make a
mistake, I just go straight to 88914a20 and say, I can do what you want.” His
hand was pinched on her waist and slowly tightened, and the temperature on
her body was also Slowly climbing up.

Ana Shen’s pale face turned red for a moment. She bit her lower lip and could
almost feel the strange eyes from the people around her. She pushed Walter
fearfully: “This, this is outside, you Don’t do this, let me go!”

Her voice was flustered, and her lonely eyes stared around tensely, like a
calm lake suddenly boiling, water droplets fleeing around in a panic, the more
so, the more people wanted to reach out and grab it.



Walter lifted his lips, moved his big hand along her waistline, and suddenly
moved to her back, touching her spine, only to realize that this woman was
too thin.

“let me go!”

It’s okay for Ana Shen not to push. With this push, Walter came back to his
senses and slammed her back down.

boom!

Ana Shen was standing bowed just now, and being pressed by him, she
completely lay on his body.

Ana Shen: “…”

Phillip on the side: “…”

Damn it, I almost missed it.

Mr. Walter, even if you want to molest Assistant Shen, you have to look at the
occasion, right?

However, he only dared to shout these words in his heart.

“What the hell are you doing!” Ana Shen stretched out her hand and clenched
her fist, and slammed it on Walter’s chest. Walter reached out and clasped her
wrist without expression, and said blankly: “For you For this woman who is
thinking about how to seduce me anytime, anywhere, isn’t this what you want
most?”
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What she wants most?

What Ana Shen wanted most was to live an ordinary life with her husband,
and then give birth to a pair of lovely babies, so that she would grow old
happily.

But the sky is not what people want, Ben Lin cheated, and Xiao San became
pregnant.

And she was also forced to marry Walter.

Walter hated her very much.

This is a fact that Mu Yong questioned, what she wanted in her life was no
longer possible.

Thinking of this, Ana Shen slowly came back to her senses. The eyes that
were still struggling just now suddenly became calm as water, seeming to be
indifferent to everything.

“If you really want to do this, then do it with you.” After speaking, Ana Shen
stopped struggling, and Walter put his arms around her slender waist, giving
her all the power on his body.

The prey, naturally, will resist, and the vitality is tenacious.

She suddenly surrendered like this, causing Walter’s desire to tease her just
now, and disappeared cleanly. When her eyes were cold, he pushed Ana
Shen away.

After Ana Shen was pushed away, he stood firm and looked at her uncertainly.

Just now he looked like he was going to humiliate her, but now he gave up?



“go to company.”

Walter said coldly.

Phillip rushed to the side and pushed Walter into the car. While Ana Shen was
still standing in a daze, Phillip called her: “Assistant Shen, don’t you go to the
company?”

Hearing, Ana Shen suddenly recovered and got into the car.

After arriving at the company, Ana Shen returned to her post and sat down.

After working for a while, she got up and went to make coffee for Walter.
Suddenly she remembered that Walter hadn’t eaten breakfast in the morning.
Now that the coffee was delivered to him, she didn’t know whether it was good
for his stomach?

After thinking for a moment, Ana Shen exchanged a cup of warm tea for
Walter.

After the pouring, Ana Shen sent it to Walter. When she walked to the door of
the office, Ana Shen’s footsteps suddenly stopped and his lips opened.

what is she doing?

Drinking coffee is bad for the stomach, what does it matter to her? It was his
stomach after all, why should she think about him?

Thinking of this, Ana Shen clenched the teacup tangledly.

But then she thought about it, she came out with him, in the final analysis,
because she didn’t eat breakfast, she changed coffee to tea, which is normal.



Ana Shen knocked on the door after self-comforting.

“In.”

Walter’s voice was still cold and without emotion.

Ana Shen walked in, put the tea on his desk, hesitated for a long time before
speaking: “That…”

However, before she could even explain, Walter’s icy eyes fell on the cup of
tea, and he narrowed his eyes: “Where is the coffee?”

“You didn’t eat in the morning, drinking coffee is bad for your stomach, so…”
Before Ana Shen could finish explaining, Walter scolded, “Who allows you to
make claims?”

Hearing, Ana Shen choked when he reached her lips, and his lips moved:
“I…”

Walter raised his eyes, his eyes fell penetratingly on her face, and his eyes
were filled with sarcasm and coldness, like the cold wind and snow in
December, which suddenly melted into her heart.

Cold hearted.

Ana Shen’s lips moved, and suddenly she couldn’t say a word.

“Get out!”

The hand holding the cup gradually trembled, and Ana Shen tried to suppress
the anger in her heart, then turned and left the office.



After coming out, Ana Shen leaned against the wall, her body shaking
uncontrollably.

She was kind enough to be…disgusted.

Ah.

Ana Shen lowered her eyes, be her eighth wife, and would never do such a
thing again.

After she figured it out, Ana Shen returned to her post, and then she saw the
tea cup on her table, her eyes gradually darkened.

However, what Ana Shen didn’t know was that after she went out, Walter
looked at the cup of tea with complicated eyes, and his eyes gradually
deepened.

The hand holding the pen tightened silently, and Walter’s thin lips tightened.

That woman, why do you do such a thing?

Why after he said about her, she was so angry that she was about to explode,
but she endured everything.

Then she turned and went out with her head downcast.

Ana Shen, what do you want?

Throughout the morning, Ana Shen was stuck in her own thoughts, and she
didn’t have the energy to work. It was only when she walked to the cafeteria to
eat at noon that she realized she was hungry.



When he was about to go for a meal, the canteen made pig tails today. Ana
Shen smelled the smell, and her stomach was turned upside down. Halfway
through the meal, she covered hermouth and turned around and ran into the
bathroom.

“Oh…” Ana Shen vomited dimly on the toilet. When she finished vomiting, her
whole body was weak, and she walked out slowly by supporting the wall.

After washing her hands, she wondered how she reacted so much today. Is it
because she didn’t eat breakfast and was hungry?

Ana Shen didn’t go back to the cafeteria, but took the time to order a bowl of
vegetarian noodle soup at the noodle shop downstairs.

Ana Shen ate a bowl of vegetarian noodle soup with gusto, and ordered
another bowl after eating.

Ana Shen went upstairs after eating.

After going upstairs, Ana Shen made a cup of coffee for Walter in accordance
with the usual practice. She just walked to the door, only to find that the door
was only concealed, and there was a conversation between the two.

“Is there no news yet? What did you do?”

Walter’s eyes fell on Phillip’s body like electricity, like a mountain pressing on
his shoulders, making Phillip unable to straighten up at all.

“Ye, Mr. Walter… listen to me explain this matter!”

“Say.”



“In the hospital two days ago, we found two more suitable candidates, but…
we were not sure. I wanted to invite Mr. Walter to go there, but the two women
suddenly ran away, so…”

“Running?” Walter squinted his eyes, his dangerous breath leaked out, and
his slender fingers tapped the tabletop.

There was a cold sweat on Phillip’s back: “It is already under investigation, I
believe someone will be found soon.”

Walter pursed his lips, his face was cold, and he said sharply, “I will go
personally.”

“But Mr. Walter…your legs…inconvenient!” Phillip reminded.

Walter stared at the tabletop thoughtfully.

After a while he asked: “Are you sure the identities of the two women match?”

“Yes, but…you need to confirm it yourself, Shao Ye.”

As soon as the voice fell, Phillip’s cell phone rang.

Phillip glanced at it and found that it was the message sent by his
subordinates, and his face was filled with joy.

“Young Master Ye, they said the two women have been found back.”

Walter frowned: “Go!”

Phillip nodded, stepped forward and pushed Walter towards the door. Ana
Shen was startled, turned around and ran back to her post, then hid the
brewed coffee behind the cabinet, but Walter could not find it.



Otherwise he would think she was eavesdropping on purpose.

Although, she just overheard.

boom!

The door of the office was quickly opened, and Ana Shen saw Walter and
Phillip leaving, remembering their conversation just now.

Combined with the last time, they seemed to be looking for someone…

Looking at Walter’s expression and tone, it seemed that he was particularly
tight on this person.

Ana Shen became a little curious. There is still something to worry about for
someone like him, and suddenly she wants to know who it is…

How about… she will follow up and see?
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In the end, Ana Shen really followed. She was good at talking to people,
because she had similar experiences in her previous job. At that time, her
boss asked her to settle a difficult contract, and the other party refused to
follow her. After meeting, she came to the door several times but was refused.

So later Ana Shen had to go to the other boss in person, but the boss avoided
her. Ana Shen followed him in various ways and appeared in the place where
the boss appeared. Later, the boss was too helpless for her to follow, so he
agreed. Give her a chance.

Once she got the opportunity, Ana Shen would not let the opportunity slip
away, so she quickly helped the company win the contract.



Ana Shen followed Walter and the others to a villa, only to find that she
seemed to have been here before. She was in the hospital for a checkup, and
suddenly a group of people stunned her and took her away. When she woke
up, she saw Walter. Xuan.

Could it be… the two women are in the same situation as her this time?

Thinking of this, Ana Shen frowned Xiu, what is going on? Why does Walter
hit those pregnant women?

Seeing them get out of the car, Ana Shen also asked the master to stop, and
then quietly got out of the car and followed in.

The master glanced at her curiously. Ana Shen felt his strange gaze and didn’t
want to be troublesome, so she said: “Master, catch the rape.”

Hearing that, the master immediately widened his eyes, pointed at the person
in front of him, and Ana Shen nodded.

“Come on, little girl!” The master who knew the truth cheered her up, and then
whispered: “I’ll go outside and wait for you. If I need you later, I will still ride in
my car.”

Ana Shen couldn’t help laughing, “Okay.”

But after thinking about it, Ana Shen added: “Master, if I haven’t gone in fifteen
minutes, you can leave first.”

“Okay.”

After the master left, Ana Shen surreptitiously followed to the gate of the villa.



No one was guarding it. The door of the villa was actually open like this,
obviously everyone was inside.

Ana Shen’s petite figure quickly got in, and followed Walter and Phillip to the
inside. Fortunately, there were so many green plants here that she had a
place to hide.

“Mr. Walter, people are on the second floor inside, let me push you up to the
elevator.”

“Ok.”

Ana Shen was listening outside, wanting to step forward to keep up, and
suddenly felt… doing this by her, it seemed a bit unnatural.

This is someone’s business, what did she come to mix with?

But… she couldn’t suppress curiosity in her heart, Ana Shen still got up slowly,
leaned on the door and saw those who had all entered the elevator with
Walter, and then everything became empty.

Ana Shen thought for a while, but thought it was better to take a look.

Thinking of this, Ana Shen rushed in and walked up the stairs. When she
reached the top of the stairs, she happened to hear the ding of the elevator
opening, and then the sound of a wheelchair rolling. Ana Shen was already
very familiar with this sound. It was expected that Phillip was pushing Walter
came out.

Ana Shen lay behind the door, watching them enter a room through a small
crack in the door. The door of the room was not closed, but Ana Shen could
not see anything. She was a little curious, so she opened the door. A seam, I
want to go out and listen.



Two pregnant women hugged each other in the room. Their eyes were full of
fear. When the door was pushed open, they screamed in fright and did not
dare to move.

“Get up, we Young Master Ye want to ask you something!”

Seeing the rude look of his subordinates, Phillip couldn’t help but scolded:
“Can you keep your voice down? This will scare people!”

The man’s face changed and he stepped aside and dared not speak any
more.

Phillip stepped forward to calm the emotions of the two pregnant women:
“Don’t be afraid. We Mr. Walter just have a few questions to ask you. There is
absolutely no malice. You can leave as long as you answer them carefully.”

Phillip’s voice was relatively soft, causing the two pregnant women to look at
him. Phillip took a look at the two of them, and found that both of them were
very beautiful, their bodies were average, and there was nothing special.

Will Mr. Walter find someone out of these two?

One of the women looked at Phillip and then at Walter: “you can leave after
answering the questions?”

“Of course.” Phillip nodded: “But you must answer seriously, you can’t cheat!”

One of them looked at Walter and pursed her lips, “Mr. Walter…is the Ye
Family Group of the first family in Beich?”

Phillip was a little surprised: “You know?”



The woman nodded, seeing that Walter’s eyes were so different, she didn’t
speak.

“Well, I ask you, where did you all go and what did you do on June 13th?”

Phillip’s question is straightforward.

One of them quickly told him where she went and what she did that day. After
hearing this, Phillip narrowed his eyes and asked her, “Is it all true?”

The woman nodded quickly, and then Phillip asked again: “Then you went to
check your pregnancy today. I heard that you are single. Whose child belongs
to?”

Hearing, the woman’s face changed a little, and her breathing became tense.
She grabbed the corner of her skirt: “Does this… matter?”

“Answer the question honestly, or else…” Phillip’s voice suddenly became
louder, making people scared.

The woman shivered with fright. She glanced at Phillip, then at Walter, who
had a grim expression. She knew that these two people were not easy to
provoke, and she bit her lower lip, and then she explained in embarrassment.

“My ex-boyfriend’s, but he just cheated last month and was with someone
else. Today I went to check if I was pregnant. If so, I am going to kill the child.
I have said so clearly, you can let go Am I gone?”

Walter’s eyes tightened, and his thin lips lightly opened after a while, “Yes.”

Phillip nodded, found someone to take her out, 688bdf7f and suppressed her.

There was another one left, Phillip stared at her.



“It’s up to you, let’s talk about it, where did you go that day and what did you
do?”

The woman sat still, her eyes rolling, not knowing what she was making.

“Who are you? What are you doing here?”

Suddenly, there was an exclamation from outside, Phillip’s expression
changed, and he looked outside.

“A stranger has broken in, hurry up and catch it.”

Ana Shen finally got out of the stairwell and quietly approached the door,
trying to hear what they were saying, but the distance was a little far away,
and she couldn’t hear it at all. So the whole process only occasionally heard a
few words, what June, what pregnancy, what boyfriend and so on.

Through these words, Ana Shen didn’t know what was going on. When she
was about to get closer to listen, who knew she was bumped into by someone
coming out of it. A group of people looked at each other, and then the other
person reacted.

“Catch her!”

Ana Shen recovered, turned around and wanted to run.

The opponent’s people walked like flying, and the number of people was as
large as a net of heaven and earth. They quickly surrounded Ana Shen.
Walter appeared in the encirclement, followed by Phillip. When he saw that
the person was Ana Shen, Walter’s brows almost frowned. Up a ball.

“How will you be here?”
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Walter’s gaze fell on her like a sharp knife, and Ana Shen was speechless for
a while, not knowing how to explain.

So she could only bite her lower lip and looked at Walter, not ready to explain
or speak.

Walter narrowed his eyes slightly, his fingertips lightly clasped the
wheelchair’s metal armrest: “It looks like you are not going to explain?”

Ana Shen stubbornly clenched her lower lip a bit.

“Assistant Shen, how did you follow?” Phillip was surprised to see Ana Shen
appearing here, but he was quite happy in his heart. Assistant Shen didn’t
know about Mr. Walter, so she was jealous?

Thinking of this, Phillip couldn’t help but glance at Walter.

Seeing him frowning tightly and his body temperature terribly low did Phillip
put away his thoughts.

“Since I don’t intend to explain, then I will treat it as if I didn’t see it, and I will
deal with it as I should.” After speaking, Walter rolled the wheelchair and
turned, Phillip’s eyes widened, “Mr. Walter…”

But Walter seemed to have not heard it, and soon re-entered the room.

Ana Shen looked at his back and realized something. She wanted to stop him,
but his cold eyes crossed her mind, so Ana Shen stopped like this when he
reached her lips.



Phillip couldn’t help but glanced at Assistant Shen and whispered: “Are you
really not going to explain?”

I’m inexplicably following here, I must say it.

Ana Shen lowered her eyes, “Will he believe it if I say it?”

Anyway, he has always looked down on her, it would be better not to say,
anyway, the result is the same.

“you…”

“Assistant Xiao, what should I do with this person…?” The conversation just
now made several of his men understand that Ana Shen and Walter knew
each other, and Phillip’s attitude towards Ana Shen was not ordinary. This
shows that the relationship between Ana Shen and Mr. Walter is not bad, but
as for what the relationship is, I don’t know.

Phillip thought for a while and pursed his lips: “Mr. Walter didn’t make a clear
statement, but her identity is unusual, you… just take it easy.”

Means, don’t abuse dfe5ceea her.

The men looked at each other and nodded one after another.

Ana Shen was taken down quickly, and the questioning in the room continued.

Phillip came back soon and stood behind Walter.

“continue!”

The woman glanced outside and asked suspiciously: “Did something
happen?”



Phillip said: “It’s nothing, it’s just a small episode, it won’t have an impact, you
can say it quickly. Where did you go that day and what did you do? Did
anything special happen?”

The woman paused, then raised her eyes to look at Walter, the corners of her
eyes were slightly raised: “What are special things?”

Phillip was taken aback for a moment, and was about to speak. Walter’s thin
lips lightly opened, and his voice was cold: “Are you allowed to ask
questions?”

The woman was stunned by his powerful aura, and it took a long time to come
back to her senses, “I just want to know what the special things you are
talking about mean, nothing else.”

Phillip also quickly reacted. If it weren’t for Walter’s presence, he would have
almost caught the trap of this woman: “When people say things, they say
things. We’ll know if it’s special if you tell it!”

The hostess bit her lower lip without speaking, and looked down at the
ground.

“talk?”

“Why should I tell you this?” The woman smiled suddenly, and then
whispered: “That is my personal business. Even if you bring me here, I have
the right to choose to be silent, right?”

Walter narrowed his eyes slightly, staring at the woman in front of him, and
suddenly turned the wheel towards her. As he approached, the powerful aura
enveloped her. The woman’s lips trembled, but her heart was agitated. She
subconsciously got up and wanted to get closer to Walter.



As a result, the pungent perfume smell on her body made Walter retreat three
feet away.

“Take her out!” Walter suddenly said coldly.

“Sao Ye?”

Phillip looked back at Walter because he didn’t know what happened. What
happened? Isn’t this still talking about self-report? Just let the other person
leave? That’s the right person who was finally found!

“Take it out!” Walter’s tone increased, and his voice clearly contained anger!

Phillip didn’t dare to hesitate anymore, and quickly asked someone to get her
out!

After people left, Phillip turned forward, only to find that the perfume where the
woman stayed just now was very strong. She was far away before, so she
didn’t smell it.

“Mr. Walter, do you feel uncomfortable with the smell of perfume?” Phillip
asked, and pushed him to the window, where it was ventilated and not so
strange.

Walter pursed his lips and said nothing, his eyes drooping, and his long
eyelashes covered his dark eyes, making it difficult to see the emotions in his
eyes.

That night, there was no extra breath on the woman’s body, she was very
clean.

Therefore, Walter, who was drugged, couldn’t help himself to ask her for a
while.



During the whole process, the young woman’s youthfulness and firmness
made him crazy, and she was a little white rabbit-shaped woman, definitely
not the person like just now, who wanted to seduce him when he looked at
her. Moreover, the perfume on her body is extremely strong.

Walter narrowed his eyes and recalled the night when it was raining heavily.

“Sir, sir, are you okay?”

Later, he locked her in his arms. She was so scared that her body was
trembling all the time, and she just wanted to push her away, but where could
he let it go? The clean breath on her body was terribly messy. He was like a
wolf whose seal had been unlocked, completely eating her away, even the
bones.

But I didn’t expect the woman to escape completely after waking up, leaving
him no information.

However, it can be seen that the other party is very embarrassed, and dare
not face it directly when encountering things, or maybe… because of the first
time, so scared to escape.

Suddenly, Walter raised his head, his thin lips made a sneer.

As long as she is in this city, he can definitely find her.

“By the way, Mr. Walter, we only have people in North City. Is it possible that
the woman you are talking about is from another city?”

Phillip’s question made Walter frowned.

Yes, that woman…could it be from another city? What if she is not from this
city?



Thinking of this, Walter’s eyes suddenly sharpened, and his voice froze.

“Then send more people and go out to find!”

Phillip nodded, “Oh, let me send more staff. It’s just that Mr. Walter…I’m still
thinking, should we also check those aborted babies? I don’t think any girl will
Leave the stranger’s child? What kind of woman is this so weird?”

Speaking of this, Phillip thought of another thing: “There is one more thing, we
can’t just check it in the hospital, right? After all, that woman may not be
pregnant…”

Hearing from behind, the blue veins on Walter’s forehead jumped suddenly,
and suddenly he slammed his fist towards Phillip.

“Damn it, you should have thought of these things a long time ago? Didn’t you
dare to pretend to me?”

Chapter 78

Phillip was so scared that he backed away. After avoiding the attack of the
punch, he still felt lingering in his heart. He clutched his chest and was
frightened: “Mr. Walter, if you beat me to death, no one will really do anything
for you.”

Hearing, Walter sneered.

“One more is not more, one less you is not bad.”

Phillip felt a lot of arrows sticking into his chest, and said injured: “Mr. Walter,
anyway, I have been following you for so long. Are you so unfeeling?”

Walter: “…Get out!”



It was disgusting that a big man actually sold cute to him.

Phillip sighed, and turned to’get away’ with his fate. After thinking about it, he
suddenly turned his head: “By the way, Mr. Walter, what will Assistant Shen
do?”

Hearing, Walter thought of the woman with stubborn eyes just now. She didn’t
even open her mouth to explain to him, why did he take care of her?

“It doesn’t matter.” Walter’s voice was cold, without temperature.

Phillip paused, and cautiously confirmed: “Really don’t care? Assistant Shen,
but pregnant.”

Walter frowned and gritted his teeth: “When did you care about her so much?
Would you like to reward her?”

Phillip’s face changed drastically when he heard this, “Mr. Walter, I don’t mean
that. Since Mr. Walter doesn’t care, then I don’t care.”

Phillip left directly after speaking.

Walter was the only one left in the huge room, and Walter narrowed his eyes
slightly.

Hmph, a woman who knows nothing about life and death, actually followed
him here, what does she want to find out from him? Was it really ordered by
Old Man Ye?

Walter can ignore other things, but he is the only thing looking for that woman,
he absolutely does not allow anyone to interrupt or stop it.

The night breeze is breezy, and the warm lights are burning.



After finishing washing, Walter went to bed with Phillip’s help. Walter closed
his eyes as always.

However, as soon as he closed his eyes, a woman’s face appeared in the
usual darkness. The woman’s palm-sized face had three-dimensional
features, and her eyes were like the bottom of a cold lake, but after she was
stained with tears The lake is as dazzling as the sea of stars, hitting people’s
hearts directly.

Walter opened his eyes quickly, and the ink-colored eyes suddenly became
sharp.

Damn it!

Why did he remember that woman’s face when he fell asleep?

Ana Shen…what is the charm of that woman? Actually…

Thinking of this, Walter’s hand tightened for a few minutes, then released it
after a while, he sat up, and stopped Phillip who was about to leave.

“Mr. Walter?” Phillip’s hand just pressed the light switch and just about to turn
off the headlights, when he heard Walter’s summons, he couldn’t help turning
his head in doubt: “What’s wrong?”*

It was late at night, and a small house in the villa was empty. There was only a
small bed, a circle table and a small window inside. There was nothing else.

After Ana Shen was brought here by those people this afternoon, she was
locked here.

Although they didn’t do anything to her, the man’s strength was still great after
all. When he caught her, her arms were swollen and bruised.



Thinking of this, Ana Shen glanced at her arm, stretched out her hand and
rubbed it, and her eyebrows were frowned in pain, and she simply retracted
her hand, her petite body lying sideways in the corner of the bed.

This villa is so big…

It was quiet outside, no one had brought her food from the afternoon till now,
she was so hungry…

Those people must have already left.

When she thought that she might only be left in this big villa, every nerve of
Ana Shen became panic.

So the active brain began to beat at this time, and various terrifying images
jumped in her brain.

咚——

The electricity around was suddenly cut off!

what!

In the darkness, Ana Shen screamed in fright and shrank into a ball
subconsciously.

The light that was still on just now went out directly, and Ana Shen almost
went into shock.

She… afraid of the dark! ! !

Ana Shen bit her lower lip and wanted to ask if anyone was there, but he
didn’t dare to speak, for fear that he would be desperate after asking.



She sat up, hid herself in the corner, lowered her head and buried her face in
her knees, tears slipping down the corner of her eyes unknowingly.

咚——

In the silent darkness, Ana Shen seemed to hear a sound.

Her hairs stood up, holding her breath.

咚——

There was another sound, in this silent night, this sound was like a sharp
hammer hitting Ana Shen’s heart, and every hit was fatal!

Ana Shen felt that she was on the verge of collapse, biting her lower lip,
hating Walter!

This eeabdd7a bastard!

She would rather those people impose punishment on her or something,
rather than being trapped here and suffering the torment of the heart, it is too
painful!

Ana Shen could still hear the sound at first, but later… it was probably numb,
but she couldn’t hear any sound anymore. I didn’t know how much the tears
shed, and they didn’t flow anymore, as if they were dry.

When he arrived outside the villa, Walter looked at the entire darkened villa
with a cold voice: “What’s the matter?”

The few guarding people saw Walter coming, and hurried forward to report:
“Young Master Ye, the circuit in the villa suddenly broke and is already under
repair!”



Because this villa is one of Mr. Walter’s, it is rare to come here, so everyone is
slack.

After waiting for about two minutes, Walter frowned: “This is what is called an
emergency repair?”

The person’s face was as white as a ghost in the dark night: “Young Master
Ye, I’ll call and ask again.”

“Forget it!” Walter asked directly, “Where is that woman in the afternoon?”

“Mr. Walter, she is in a small room on the third floor. We don’t know how to
deal with her, so we just… lock it up first.” After speaking, the man glanced at
Phillip, and Phillip nodded. correct.

After all, Walter, who should have fallen asleep at this time, suddenly
appeared here for Ana Shen. If they really did something to Ana Shen, it
would be bad.

I just don’t want to, after hearing them lock her in the room, Walter showed a
dangerous aura: “What happened after the power outage? Has anyone seen
it?”

The man froze for a moment, and shook his head: “No, no.”

When the words fell, the surrounding atmosphere became gloomy, Phillip
immediately noticed something was wrong, and immediately said, “Young
Master Ye, let’s go up first.”

“But… the electricity hasn’t been repaired, and the elevator can’t be used at
all.” The man guarding the door finished speaking, and subconsciously looked
at Walter’s leg, “Mr. Walter, I’m afraid…”



He didn’t dare to say the latter sentence, everyone knew that Walter’s leg
ailment was a pain point, and what he said in front of him was death.

Walter raised his brows, and Phillip immediately pushed him forward at full
speed: “It’s okay, I am a Hercules, I carry Mr. Walter upstairs!”

After speaking, he quickly left their sight, and he was still yelling, “Don’t follow,
or Mr. Walter lost his temper and cut you off.”

Everyone was trembling with fright, just want to thank Phillip for pushing
Walter away, where would you dare to follow? After all, they had all noticed
the rich and strong murderous aura on Walter’s body just now! !


